Mrs. Haun’s
March News

March will see us taking a
tour of our Solar System with
discussions about the planets,
sun, moon, and stars taking
place. Information and supplies
for the Family Planet project will
be sent home. Have fun and we
will look forward to seeing what
you create together.
We will have a fun time
wearing green for St. Patrick’s
Day on the 17th & 18th before
Spring Break beings the week of
the 22nd.
Our science focus for the
month will be on light from the
sun and how rainbows are
made. The terms refraction,
prism, and spectrum will be
introduced as we explore
different ways to bend light and
view the colors within white
light.
If you have any questions
or concerns please come to us
with any, we aim to be of service
to you.
Thank you. ☺

This
•
•
•

month features:
letter: Ss, Uu, Gg,
number: 13 & 14
shape: stars circles
shamrock
• color: Green

It looks like play….
Through Science a child:

•

Follows curiosity to explore and
discover the wonders of the world

•

Enjoys the sensory experiences of
seeing, hearing, smelling, touching,
and tasting

•

Becomes aware of responsibility for
caring for earth and nature

•
•

Learns to care for plants and animals

•
•

Observes similarities and differences

Develops
cause
relationships

and

effect

Increases and expands vocabulary

Through cooking a child:
• Develops coordination and motor skills
• Increases perception of physical
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

senses
Learns
basic
information
about
nutrition and health
Measures, mixes, kneads, pours, etc.
Follows sequence of recipe
Uses math skills
Learns to taste new things
Feels a sense of accomplishment

HOME FUN

Use markers and index cards or sticky
notes to label a room; begin with initial
sound letter and a few objects; then
move towards writing the whole word
and increased number of items.
Practice retelling familiar events in
chronological order; like getting dressed
for the day or setting the table. Point out
key events with child during the process,
then later in the day, ask child to tell
three things he/she did in order to get
dressed. Use proper terms to introduce
and expand vocabulary. Try asking “what
happened next?” or “what happened
before” to help with sequencing.

